Abstract. With the continued advance in the design and production of small solid state lasers and associated optics, future systems designed to achieve very-high-density storage of digital information are likely to become increasingly dependent on sophisticated optical technology. Non-erasable storage systems that have been accepted for many years (WORM, CD-ROM and so on) show a continuous growth of applications and sales. The first erasable storage systems, produced and marketed to an agreed world standard, are firmly based on magneto-optic recording technology. This review is intended to summarize the systems and materials that have made this technology possible.
Background'
Because our present society has become highly computerorientated an essential element of most industrial and commercial activities is the storage of ever increasing quantities of machine readable information in a form that is readily and speedily accessed. Since the early 1950s magnetic storage has become the most widely used technology and has formed the basis of most computer systems' extemal memory, first in the form of drum memories and tape reels, subsequently as tape cassettes, cartridges and both rigid and flexible discs.
In attempting to reduce costs and yet satisfy an ever increasing demand for high-density storage, improvements and developments in magnetic storage systems have produced a rapid increase in the storage capability of available magnetic media. This capability, conveniently expressed as the areal density of 'bits', has grown exponentially in the period 1965-1995 both for rigid and for flexible discs (see figure 1) . (The areal density is the product of the number of bits per unit 1en-d of track and the number of available tracks per unit radius.) Such exponential growth would not be expected to continue indefinitely and so it is hardly surprising that this growth has started to fall as more difficult problems are encountered and the limit of this technology is approached.
The basic storage medium in magnetic systems is a thin film of selected magnetic material supported on a non-magnetic substrate and, usually, covered with a thin transparent protective overlayer. The choice of substrate is determined by the ultimate operational form of the storage medium. The thin-filn-'is magnetically anisotropic with its magnetization lying in the film plane because of the film's shape. This simple low-energy structure is then locally reversed in magnetization by an externally applied magnetic field to provide 'bits' of stored information. Recording 0022-3727/95/112207+21519.50 0 1995 IOP Publishing Ltd and reading of the local magnetic states is achieved by means of a precisely designed recording head. This wellestablished technique for storing data forms the basis of socalled 'in-plane' magnetic recording (see figure 2) . In this technology a large areal density requires first and foremost a vanishingly small separation between the readwrite head and the recording medium. Furthermore, the thickness of the recording medium must also be very small. Reduction of track pitch is likewise conshained both by the linear falling off in read-out signal with track width and by the problem of following narrow tracks without introducing the additional complexity of closed loop head positioning servo systems. Consequently, the high-density end of this technology as embodied in Winchester disc systems, in which dramatic improvements in density have been achieved, demands the production of very flat, clean storage discs operating in sealed units to reduce the incidence of head 'crashes' and increasingly sophisticated track locating servos. Thus the freedom to remove and interchange storage media is lost. Optical recording offers solutions to a number of these problems, together with the promise of greatly increased areal density of information, hence its great attraction. The ability to focus a laser spot at some point remote from the source immediately solves the small head-medium spacing problem of magnetic recording and methods, allowing pregrooving of the substrate, which enables a greatly increased number of tracks to be used'efficiently.
Thermo-magneto-optic recording

The technique
In magnetic recording devices the information is stored as a series of domains of reverse magnetization. In highdensity thermo-magneto-optic (TMO) systems the domains are arranged perpendicular to the plane of the magnetic film material. In the system (see figure 3) a transparent disc substrate coated with the magnetic medium, protected by inert dielectric layers, rotates under an optical probe produced by a laser diode in an optical head positioned approximately 1 mm above the disc surface. A small magnet or coil is generally located on the opposite side Read-out from the disc is accomplished using the same of the disc to produce a localized magnetic (bias) field of (16-32 x 10) A m-' Oe) Over the region in which the beam is focused.
Initially the whole area of the disc is magnetized in one direction. The information, in the form of domains of reverse magnetization, is written into the magnetic film by pulsing the laser from a bias power of approximately 1 mW to a write power of 8 mW for typically 50 ns. Within the focused optical probe, < 1 ~m diameter. the power density is then such (about 1 MW Cm-z) that the medium is heated (to about zmq-) beyond SOme c.tical temperature at which the coercivity is reduced from the (high) rOOm temperature value, which is required to ensure data security, to a lower value at which the bias field is locally sufficient to reverse the magnetization. As the heated region cools from above the critical temperature a reverse domain forms and stabilizes due to the presence of the bias field (see 2208 laser, operating in a lower power mode (o,9-1.1 mw).
ne power used muSt be large enough tO achieve an adequate reflected signal yet not sufficient to produce a rise in temperature of the medium that would disturb the stored data. The information encoded in the medium is interrogated using the magneto-optical interaction between the polarized laser radiation and the magnetic structure of the recorded information. All current commercial systems use the polar Kerr effect which is the largest of the magnetooptic effects observed in reflection and has its maximum at normal incidence. Implicit in the viability of the TMO recording Process is the ability of the medium to sustain innumerable excursions to the critical temperature with no degradation of magnetic properties and changes neither in morphology nor in any other physical parameter that might conceivably lead to a loss of data. Properties (i) and (ii) together ensure that the film magnetization remains perpendicular to the film plane for a range of film compositions with a large coercivity (H, % KJM,) in the direction normal to the film plane (see figure 6 ). Any reverse domains that are formed therefore also have Ms perpendicular to the film plane and, provided that the product M,H, is sufficiently large, will tend to be magnetically stable even for sub-micrometre diameters. In addition, the amorphous nature of these films inhibits the occurrence of domain wall pinning and hence reduces the kind of domain boundary irregularity that tends to occur in polycrystalline films. The reproducibility and regularity of domains produced thenno-magnetically in amorphous RE-TM films requires a large wall stiffness parameter, which in turn means that the domain wall energy ( U ) should be large. In estimations of probable packing densities the minimum stable domain diameter 1s usually taken to be 
Recording material requirements
ne seach for materiais that satisfy the ,jifferent magnetic and magneto-optic requirements for a storage material has been in progress for approximately 20 years. Activity intensified following the discovery [l] of the special properties of amorphous rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) alloy films prepared by vacuum evaporation or sputtering. Although developments indicate that other materiak are suitabk for TMo recording' the first commercial systems incorporate media based on amorphous RE-TM alloys. It was the intense study of these materials that led to significant advances in the wider understanding of material requirements for erasable systems. Interest in this group of amorphous alloys was aroused by the The variation of M$ and Hc with temperature depends critically on the composition of the alloy films. Magnetic compensation can occur in some alloys over a wide range of compositions because the separate magnetizations of the two sub-networks change with temperature (see figure 7) . The variation of the compensation temperature (Tcomp) for GdCo fi,ms in particular, figure 7, suggests that it may be set to any required value by adjusting the alloy composition. Thenno-magnetic recording (TMR) is simply remakable magnetic properties Of the binaries GdCo, the production of reversed magnetization in a ,,,aterial by GdFe, T b c o and TbFe suitably prepared in thin film form. cooling it from a critical temperature in the presence of a small magnetic field. This temperature may be the compensation temperature or the Curie temperature (T,) of the medium or simply any temperature at which the coercivity is reduced from its large room temperature value. Figure 7 shows both temperatures which are used in discussions of the 'write' process of TMO recording, depending on whether it is compensation-point writing or Curie-point writing that is being used. At first sight all that is required with either process is to nucleate a small domain of reverse magnetization when the wall coercivity Hc at the elevated temperature is lower than the small
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In particular they exhibit the following properties.
(i) Ferrimagnetic behaviour. The TM and the RE subnetworks are coupled with antiparallel magnetizations so that the net magnetization ( M s ) of the material may be very small or even zero (known as magnetic compensation), depending on the precise composition (see figure 5) .
(ii) Positive perpendicular magnetic anisotropy ( K l ) . The film magnetization therefore prefers to lie normal to the film plane, K l = Ku -ZnM,' and the intrinsic uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (K,) also varies with composition (see figure 6 ). Atomic % Transition Metal Figure 6 . Anistropy and coercivity as a function of the composition of a rare earth-transition metal alloy. applied reverse field. In practice both the choice of alloy and the alloy composition are likely to have important consequences relating to the domain nucleation process and the ultimate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system.
The presence of a reverse magnetic domain may be detected either in reflection as the polar Ken effect or in thin films by transmission as the Faraday effect. Only the former effect is now used for MO disc read-out. When polarized light is incident normally on a perpendicularly magnetized magnetic film, a rotation (or) of the plane of polarization is produced in the reflected beam. As the magnetization is reversed a rotation of the E vector of 20k occurs. This 'polar Kerr effect' is the largest of the magneto-optic effects in reflection and has its maximum at normal incidence. When an optical analyser is included in the system, the rotation of the E vector produced by the film magnetization is seen as a change in the intensity of the light transmitted by the analyser. In fact the reflected~light is, in general, elliptically polarized, with the major axis of the ellipse rotated relative to the incident E vector; this fact is usually ignored in discussions of the magneto-optic properties of film materials but it is nevertheless important when optimization of a system's SNR is to be considered.
Despite the relatively small value of @k 0.3" for the RE-TM amorphous alloy films, the good optical reflectance (R % 0.6) leads to an anticipated SNR of about 38 dB. Measured values of canier-to-noise ratio (CNR) are typically about 55 dB for a 30 kHz bandwidth, which corrects to 28 dB SNR at 20 MHz, that is, somewhat more than the 25 dB considered to be adequaie for many applications of TMO recording. Any improvement in the intrinsic magneto-optic figure of merit (K, often defined as ,/i?@k) will naturally increase the SNR; the development of RE-TM alloys with large K and the use of optical enhancement techniques will be discussed later.
One general point relating to the magnitude of the polar Kerr rotation in heavy &TM alloy films should be mentioned here. At room temperature, with the radiation wavelengths typically proposed for practical systems, the contribution to the total Kerr effect from the heavy RE subnetwork, such as Gd Although ferrimagnetic behaviour is not essential for TMR, indeed 'Curie-point writing' was first used for TMR in the ferromagnetic alloy MnBi, the magnetic and thermomagnetic properties of the heavy RE-TM films make them very attractive for TMO applications. All four of the possible binary alloys (GdCo, TbFe, GdFe and TbCo) can be prepared in amorphous form by vacuum evaporation and/or sputtering under different conditions.] Femmagnetic behaviour with compensation temperatures below, at and above room temperature has been reported for all four binary alloys. The range of compositions over which compensation is observed above room temperature for GdFe and TbFe is very nmow and compensation temperatures significantly higher than room temperature are not observed. On the other hand, the Curie point for these two alloys varies little with composition about the room temperature compensation composition and is typically 120 and 210°C for TbFe and GdFe respectively. Thus they may be used for Curie-point writing, whereas GdCo and TbCo, having relatively high Curie temperatures, are only suitable for compensation-point writing. The necessary large value of K, for perpendicular magnetiza tion is also observed in all four alloys, with square hysteresis loops and high coercivity close to compensation. The Tb binary alloys are more attractive than the Gd alloys for high-density TMR. Whilst the origin of K, is not clearly understood, it is generally believed that, as the symmetrical 'S' state of the Gd ion does not produce any local anisotropy, the development of the uniaxial anisotropy in the Gd alloys may well arise from less favourable sources than in the Tb alloys. Hence the predominance of Tb alloys in firstgeneration TMO discs.
A considerable amount of empirical data is also available on the magneto-optic properties of these materials. At room temperature, the polar Kerr rotation at a wavelength of 0.8 p m is not large (about 0.3") for any of the binary alloys. Alloys containing Gd, in general, exhibit larger Kerr rotations than those containing Tb. The search for more efficient single layers for TMR initiated a number of studies of ternary alloys based on the established properties of the binary alloys. (Indeed, most of the discs now available utilize single layers of ternary alloys.) Although it might be misleading to attempt to oversimplify the general properties of the ternary alloys based on Gd, Tb, CO and Fe, a few general points can be made. It is likely that alloys rich in Fe will have relatively low Curie points compared with those that are rich in Co. The addition of CO to alloys containing Fe is likely to raise the Curie point and will therefore lead to a larger room temperature Kerr rotation that may be virtually temperature-independent over the range of temperatures used for TMR. Alloys containing Gd are likely to have greater Kerr rotations and the addition of Tb will probably produce significant increases in K, and H, at room temperature. Since Tb is both very expensive and comparatively rare, it is not surprising that attempts have also been made to use other nom's' state heavy rare earths. particularly Dy, as altemative sources of perpendicular anisotropy. Finally, since the Kerr effect is due almost entirely to the TM sub-network at room temperature for the wavelengths of interest, studies of the magneto-optic properties of evaporated Fe-CO alloy 'films [2] lead one to anticipate that, in alloys containing both Fe and CO, the Kerr rotation will vary both with Fe and with CO content and will be maximum when the Fe and CO contents are roughly equal.
Bearing in mind the significance of Tb to the desirable magnetic properties of the possible ternary alloys, it is also not surprising that the three temary alloys to emerge as useful TMR materials are GdTbFe, TbFeCo and GdTbCo. Although, as expected from the above, GdFeCo films produce a relatively large Kerr rotation [3], they exhibit only small perpendicular anisotropy or even in-plane anisoropy [4]. One obvious important utilization' Cf this larger rotation is its application as a 'read-out layer' in, for 2212 example, a multilayer disc designed for direct overwriting [5]. To be able to take advantage of this potentially large rotation in a single layer for high-density TMR, increased perpendicular anisotropy is essential. This has been achieved by forming the quaternary alloy GdTbFeCo (or GdDyFeCo or GdHoFeCo) [4], but comparisons between discs using materials exhibiting a large Kerr rotation (Gd(RE)FeCo, with RE being Tb, Dy and Ho) and a TbFeCo disc with similar Curie and compensation temperatures are not encouraging. Despite the large Or values of the quaternary alloys compared with 01, for TbFeCo, significantly larger noise differences, measured before and after writing data (Nm,,d), are produced in the former and hence smaller C a s (about 12 dB less in the case of GdTbFeCo). Moreover, the carrier signal neither increases sharply nor saturates, even in higher external fields (about 600 Oe), indicating the poor writing (and erasing) characteristics of these quaternary alloys.
The basic requirements for TMO disc material include a large room temperature coercivity and a temperature variation of Ifc that permits TMR with available writing energies. The first of these implies that the composition for the RE-TM alloys used is fairly close to that for room temperature compensation. The latter requirement further implies that either the Curie point (or the compensation point) is not significantly above about 200°C. Within these limitations the choice of alloy and its composition is still extensive. The final decision may be determined by the ease of mass production of a disc. (From this point of view it seems almost axiomatic that a single layer is preferable to a complex multiple layer structure and a binary alloy is preferable to ternary and quaternary alloys.) It will also depend on the chemical stability of the available alloys. There is no doubt, however, that the composition of a given alloy system must be optimized for maximum CNR.
For some RE-TM alloys, the Curie temperature is well removed from the compensation temperature. In compensation-point writing materials this can lead to a Kerr rotation, for the read process, that is both greater and less temperature-dependent than that of Curie-point writing materials and a significantly improved CNR. On the other hand, it has often been pointed out that, since the Curie point for a given alloy is much less sensitive to the RE-TM ratio than is the compensation point, accurate control of the Curie point over the whole disc area is likely to be easier. However, reports [&SI on the optimization of the CNR for high-density storage using TbFeCo with a Curie point of about 210°C, the most commonly used alloy for TMR, indicate that accurate control of the composition is absolutely essential. In fact the optimization of the CNR depends crucially on the difference between the Curie and compensation points, so that the detailed temperature variation of the magnetization is effectively controlled. In this context, the more recent work on DyFeCo There is also a clear need for the development of alternative, more stable materials that are more suitable for application with the shorter wavelength lasers referred to earlier. Early reports by Carcia er a1 [23] and den Broeder er a1 [24] on the potential of Copt and CoPd multilayer films for thermomagnetic recording have been followed by detailed reports on the wavelength dependence of the polar Kerr rotation and reflectivity of these multilayers 12. 51. It is clear from figure 8 that, at the shorter wavelengths envisaged for the near future, improved read-out performance is anticipated for Coil? multilayers whereas significant decrease in performance is predicted for RETh4 alloys. It is, therefore, not surprising that increased interest has been shown in the properties of these ultrathin Copt and Colpd multilayered films with perpendicular anisotropy. Considerable progress is being made in the preparation of improved Copt multilayers [26] , with likely disc applications in m'ore hostile environments than those for which RE-TM alloys are not suitable.
Oxide films are highly corrosion resistant and have a strong magneto-optic interaction. In particular, oxide films of (i) Bi-substituted garnets, (ii) M-type barium ferrite and (ii) Co-containing spinels such as cobalt ferrite have been reproducibly grown on glass substrates by sputtering (i, ii and iii), pyrolysis (i and ii) and ion plating (iii). The films are polycrystalline and possess a perpendicular uniaxial anisotropy. Reverse domains (of about 1 pm diameter) have been successfully written into each of these materials using a focused laser beam. Unfortunately, for both femtetype materials, attempts to increase the magneto-optic interaction by introducing more CO lead to a decrease in the perpendicular anisotropy with an 2213 almost independently of the compensation temperature via the CO-Fe ratio.
A detailed study of TbFeCo discs [lo] suggests that the Nmad measured for RE-dominant and TM-dominant TbFeCo alloys, and the associated difference in the CNR, arises mainly from the more irregular shape of the domains in the TM-dominant material. Shieh and Kryder [I 1,121 , studying the factors goveming domain regularity and reproducibility in GdTbCo films, also conclude that thermally written domains in this alloy are more regular in materials with high coercivity and a RE dominance at room temperature. They further show that domain regularity depends crucially on the temperature-dependence both of H, and of M, at the elevated temperatures used in the writing and erasing process. This is essentially the same point as that made by Raasch [9] , who reported optimum values of the CNR (about 55 dB) for DyFeCo alloys, for which the difference between Tcomp and the Curie point is about 100-150 K. The production of irregular domains, as a result of the increased role of the wall energy in domain formation in Gd-based alloys, is also thought to be the cause of the high noise values produced in the discs incorporating the quaternary alloys referred to above.
Clearly, the selection of a particular RE-TM alloy and its composition must include consideration of the regularity of domains produced in the alloy by TMR. The magnetic properties (H, and MJ at elevated -temperatures, notwithstanding comments made here and elsewhere concerning the importance of high Kerr rotation, are therefore extremely important. Control of these magnetic parameters in a homogeneous alloy film demands very close control .of the composition over the usable disc area for the CNR to be maximized. Okada et al 1131 reported an optimized single-layer TbFeCo disc with a CNR of about 60 dB at 1 MHz, falling only to 55 dB at 5 MHz.
Interestingly, a CNR in excess of that possible with a singlelayer TbFeCo disc has been reported for a doublelayer TbFeCo disc in which the read layer is just TM rich (giving a higher Ok) and the storage layer just-RE rich [14] .
It was noted earlier thatferrimagnetic behaviour is only anticipated in heavy RETM alloys, and that the magnetooptic interaction in these alloys, at room temperature and at the wavelengths of interest, is predominantly due to the TM sub-netwok Ferromagnetic coupling is anticipated (and observed) in the light RE-TM alloys. However, the anticipated increase in the Ken rotation with the addition of light RE elements, such as adding Nd or Pr to TbFeCo, has not produced improved disc read-out performance.
One of the most exciting developments in the study of TMR materials is the production of multilayer RE-TM films. These consist of a large number of ultra-thin layers of alternately deposited elements or alloys (such as Tb/Fe [15], Tb/Co [161 and GdDyfFeCo [17] ) that exhibit magnetic properties very well suited to the TMR application. The very large perpendicular anisotropy and coercivity combined with relatively large magnetization and low Curie temperature suggest that small, stable domains may be written into these. materials using TMR. The reported outstanding performance under repeated writing and erasing cycles for TbdFeCo discs in which the Tb layer production of optical storage systems, the substrate may frequently prove to be more important than the recording medium itself. A poor substrate may easily offset great care having been taken with the selection and preparation of the magneto-optic storage layer.
For magneto-optic recording a transparent substrate is used to allow optical access to the recording layer. Ideally the chosen material should have a number of the following desirable characteristics: optical transparency, uniform refractive index, freedom from birefringence, dimensional stability, isotropic expansion with temperature and humidity and low thermal conductivity. Unfortunately, no single material is able to meet all of these requirements and compromise is always necessary. Much early work referred and ability to be effective in a mass production chain and most studies were concentrated on the characteristics of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or polycarbonate (PC) for recording systems. In recording systems substrate noise generally arises from surface roughness, tracking grooves, dust and the inherent birefringence. Significant reductions in the birefringence have been achieved by prolonged annealing of PC substrates in a nitrogen atmosphere at about 120°C. By this means it has proved possible to produce samples of recording discs with a CNR approaching 60 dB.
More recently glass substrates have been selected because of their greater rigidity and accuracy of surface control; glass is reliable and durable but has a high specific gravity and is relatively expensive. 
Film preparation techniques
A variety of processes have been used for the controlled production of thin films [31]. Although early investigators used thermal evaporation in a vacuum, most of the reported depositions of thin films for magneto-optic recording utilize some form of sputtering. Sputtering involves the removal of atoms or molecules from a selected source material, or target, by ions. The ions are usually produced in a atoms so removed from the target condense from the gas phase on to a suitably placed substrate material, usually located close to the target. Ions commonly used for the associated undesirable deterioration in the squareness of the perpendicular hysteresis loop. In the garnets, however, Bi substitution leads both to an increased perpendicular anisotropy and to a stronger magneto-optic interaction. Early work on these polycrystalline materials indicates that one of the main problems is the media noise produced by film with a large Km rotation does suggest its use as a probably to the greater energy of ejection of the atoms from highly efficient 'read layer' to be coupled with a suitable the target and also due to the fact that the growing film storage layer such as TbFe, as demonstrated by Yokoyama at the substrate is also subjected to bombardment by ions er al [301, producing an order of magnitude improvement from the discharge. Such bombardment may be appreciably in the figure of merit.
enhanced by electrically biasing the substrate. For RE-TM materials it has long been established 4. Substrates that sputtered films are dense and exhibit very good optical properties. More importantly, film morphology and The main requirements of a substrate material are that it magnetic properties have both proved to be particularly should be rigid, that is, of high dimensional stability, and sensitive to the deposition conditions. The most commonly be able to provide a good optically flat surface since, in the used techniques for these films are based on RF diode 2214 to provide a backing Cr film to achieve TMR with a storage medium, the good transparency Of these Oxides designs [281. The ability to produce a high-quality garnet introduced into the deposition system may also contain dielectric films of oxides or ,,itrides are to be produced by dense than those produced by thermal evaporation, due water vapour from the substrate or indeed a combination of all such sources. Whatever the source, the rate of oxidation depends greatly on the film storage conditions and is relatively slow under normal operating or storage circumstances. However, when it occurs, it will lead to a finite life time for the storage medium. The ideal test of long-term stability measures the progressive increase in the bit error rate (BER) over a fixed time lapse. BER is considered to be the most sensitive indicator of film failure. However, where no facility exists to make measurements of the raw BER, it is usual to measure one or several parameters that directly control the bit size of the stored data. Thus many reported studies include the measurement of KA, H, and M,. In other cases, parameters relating to the detected magneto-optic signal are measured, such as Or and R.
To some extent' the susceptibility of a given film to oxidation is structure-dependent and it is now known that films that are dense, with no pin-holes or voids, deteriorate much more slowly. This is probably because any oxidation can only occur at the film surface, whereas films with many voids or similar open structures are clearly very likely to undergo a bulk oxidation reaction. From this point of view, one way to improve the film stability is to consider the deposition conditions and method of .production. It has been shown, for example, that films produced by planar magnetron sputtering are generally quite dense and hence more resistant to oxidation than those prepared by DC 'getter' diode sputtering [341.
There is no doubt, however, that, in order to utilize thin films of RE-TM alloys in any composition for longterm storagelhandling of MO data, some method must be adopted to reduce, as ,far as possible, the progressive oxidation of the medium. The majority of investigations have attempted to reduce this effect by the use of protective 'passivation' layers. For these the refractive index of the chosen protecting layer is vitally important since a serious mis-match might well reduce the output signal; conversely a carefully chosen refractive index and film thickness can achieve a degree of signal enhancement. Coatings of SiO, (x FZ 2) have been widely used, but the protection so achieved seems limited, suggesting the need for a nonoxide layer or, for example, the addition of Tb to act as a 'getter' 135,361. AIN and S i are good choices and it has proved possible to produce suitable layers by RF reactive magnetron sputtering in an Ar-N atmosphere [37]. Altematively the introduction of additional elements to the RE-TM alloy has proved beneficial. For example some long-term stabilities have been produced by the introduction of small amounts of Be or In into the RE-TM alloy during ~ deposition 138,391. These elements probably also act as 'getters' in that they react more rapidly than do the RE-W elements with any available oxygen.
Considerable effort has been made to understand the fundamental oxidation process and the associated kinetics [4042] and one excellent study has reported a careful investigation of the evolution of TbFe films as they oxidize with a self-consistent. description of the complete oxidation process until the point at which the oxidation layer of initially unprotected films reaches the
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sputtering with modifications, either to the system or to the deposition parameters, to control the film properties. In all sputtering systems the composition of the target material establishes the composition of the resultant film in the first instance. This provides a useful starting point to the film preparation process and permits initial control of the basic magnetic parameters such as Tcomp. T, and Hc. These parameters may be further influenced by changes in the deposition conditions by altering the AI gas pressure, the substrate bias and the concentration of additional gases. Furthermore, these variables may be used directly to influence the parameters Ok and Ku. Increasing the negative bias voltage on the substrate leads to enhanced re-sputtering of the rare earth element and hence generally results in a higher concentration of the transition metal in the resultant film [32].
Magnetron sputtering is now extensively used. Here the additional magnetic field increases the path length of the electrons and hence the degree of argon ionization. Because of this, a suitably effective plasma may be maintained at considerably lower argon pressures in the system and this in turn greatly reduces re-sputtering and again keeps the substrate temperature down. Films sputtered under these conditions tend to exhibit a better morphology and seem to be much more resistant to oxidation.
Two techniques have been incorporated to provide multilayer or periodic structured films with good properties. In one, DC sputtering is used to deposit alternate layers of rare earth element and transition metal respectively. Films with as many as 34 layers with different thicknesses in the range 10-100 A have been successfully produced [33]. In the other, RF sputtering is used with a periodic modulation of the substrate bias voltage in the range 0-250 V. By these techniques, films may be prepared which retain the advantageous properties of different deposition conditions. In the latter case, for example, the resultant film exhibits a good Kerr rotation angle, (high negative bias) together with good resistance to oxidation (zero bias).
Stability
The long-term reliability or stability of amorphous RE-TM thin films has two important aspects. On the one hand the magnetic stability of the stored domain structures (bits) is vital if information is to be indefinitely retrievable. This is sometimes referred to as the physical stability of the storage system. On the other hand, progressive changes in the structure andor composition of the storage medium (chemical stability) may seriously affect the ability of the magnetic material to accept written data. The magnetic rare earth elements are known to react strongly with oxygen to form non-magnetic oxides. When this is allowed to happen the thermo-magneto-optic properties of the amorphous films deteriorate rapidly to the point at which errors are eventually introduced into the 'read-back' signal from a layer containing stored information. It has therefore been realized for some time that oxidation of the RE element in S T M MO films is a major source of long-term instability. The source of oxygen to initiate this reaction may be the atmosphere, an oxide overlayer or substrate (431. However, some anomalous properties of GdCo films have not been explained on the basis of the known oxidation processes [44] . These results show a progressive increase with time of the intrinsic perpendicular anisotropy of uncoated GdCo films together with a corresponding decrease of the negative (in-plane) anisotropy, that existed during the initial stages of ageing, to its eventual disappearance.
Optimization of the disk structure
The information written thermomagnetically as domains of reverse magnetization in RE-' I' M alloys is read magnetooptically using the polar Ken effect. Unfortunately, the polar Kerr rotation in these alloys is very small. To obtain read-out signals with a useful SNR from discs incorporating these materials, two different approaches are common. Firstly, a differential detection system is used and secondly, the intrinsic magneto-optic interaction is enhanced using matched overlayers to produce an increased Kerr reflectivity and hence an improved SNR from the detection system. Considerable effort has been directed towards the design and production of multiplelayer structures capable of producing higher SNR. Numerous predictions of magneto-optical effects in well-defined multilayer systems together with the anticipated increase in the SNR have been reported; see, for example, [4547] . In the case of the RE-TM alloys, an overlayer is needed to protect the storage film from corrosion. When this is the primary function of the overlayer, the thickness and refractive index selected may well not produce the maximum Ken rotation possible. It is, therefore, worth evaluating the theoretical maximum enhancement of the SNR that may be produced by a multilayer structure, subject to the minimum reflectivity required by the system, before embarking on disc production.
The Kerr magneto-optic interaction is usually described in terms of the normal metallic amplitude reflection coefficient (rpp) and the Kerr reflection amplitude coefficient (rsp) for incident 'p'-polarized radiation. Of particular interest in the present discussion is the magnitude of the Kerr reflectivity Rsp. The simplest enhancement structure consists of a single dielectric layer on the surface of a thick, opaque, magnetic film. The thickness of the overlayer is designed to reduce the reflectance so that the absorption and hence the magneto-optic interaction is increased. Alternatively, an increase in R, may be achieved by using a thin, non-opaque, layer of the magnetic material as part of a multilayer structure in which the magnetic layer is sandwiched between the conversion-matching dielectric overlayer and a resecting matched underlayer designed to give high reflectivity and maximum magneto-optic Kerr component. A practical, well-established form of this structure (referred to as a quadrilayer structure), proposed by Mansuripur et al [48] for RE,-TM magneto-optic discs, is similar to that suggested by Smith [49] for an optimum magneto-optic light switch using the longitudinal Kerr effect. This structure (figure 9) consists of a thin RE-TM film sandwiched between two dielecti-ic layers on a highly reflecting aluminium layer.
Obviously, the magnitude of the resultant R,, depends on the precise structure of the quadrilayer as well as on the materials used and has been the subject of numerous detailed calculations.
The 
The system
Several features distinguish thermo-magneto-optic storage systems from their more conventional magnetic counterparts; the magnetic anisotropy of the medium, the precision afforded by the use of a remote, diffraction-limited, optical writehad probe that allows track densities more than an order of magnitude greater than the best magnetic systems and, perhaps most importantly, the ability to remove the recording medium from the drive. This last feature will allow development of a true platform-independent 'plug and play' concept [53] under which a selection of personalized operating systems and software suites, together with all personal files, may be carried easily on a 90 mm, MO disc. Market estimates suggest that 40 million hard disc drives, with a storage capacity of 540 MBytes, will be required in 1996. In terms of MO systems this represents a requirement that is only four times the current 90 nun disc standard and that is readily attainable using 680 nm lasers and some modification of the current storage media.
Several stringent conditions apply to the servo control systems that are essential to maintain the precision of the optical probe at the very high track densities (currently 625 tracks per millimetre) that are attainable with optical recording. Focus control, for example, must remain within &LO p m on a medium moving at several metres per second if the variation in probe diameter produced is not to lead to cross talk between adjacent tracks. The axial run out of a mass produced disc may be 50 times this value so that the optical head, which typically has a depth of field of only 3 p m at best, must be mounted on an actuator driven in a closed loop by an error signal produced when the recording layer moves out of optimum focus.
A diffraction-limited, polarized beam is finely focused through the substrate to an area of the recording medium approximately 0.8 fim in diameter. The resolution of the Clearly the resolution of the probe can be improved by reducing the laser wavelength and/or increasing the numerical aperture of the objective.
However, the prohibitive cost of manufacturing lenses of high numerical aperture together with the need to maintain sufficjent depth of focus, to allow for residual focus errors, means that, in practice, the NA is currently limited to values around 0.5. Likewise, despite the extensive research into the development of reduced-wavelength semiconductor diode lasers, the extreme demands placed on power, beam quality and reliability by the TMO recording process mean that current recording systems remain limited to wavelengths centred on 780 nm. Although lasers meeting these strict requirements are now available at 670 nm their introduction into systems is as yet only being discussed by the IS0 (International Organisation for Standardisation) standards committee 1541.
In digital optical storage systems the laser is not, of course, modulated directly by the user's data stream. Instead, the data to be stored is first modified by the addition of error detection and correction routines. Only then is it encrypted using a run length limited (RLL) [55] block code that maps the data sequence of zeros and ones, that now includes added error correction bits, into a channel bit sequence in which the number of zeros between consecutive ones is never less than a lower bound d or more than an upper bound k, the purpose of these constraints being to adapt the data bit stream to the particular characteristics of the recording channel and thereby maximize the recording density while maintaining optimum read-out performance. Magneto-optic recording channels are particularly susceptible to intersymbol interference (19) and 'bloom' phenomena, which, if not controlled, have a detrimental effect on the BER [56] . Careful selection of the value of the d constraint, usually in conjunction with read-out equalization, offers a means of implementing this control.
Further consideration of the choice of values for d and k include selecting a k value that renders the code' self-clocking by ensuring that symbols occur with sufficient frequency to maintain the system decoding clock; controlling the power spectrum of the bit stream to reserve the bottom 100 kHz or so for the S~N O signals in the composite continuous servo (CCS) format, which is the most common in current use, and finally, reducing, as far as possible, the DC content of the code that gives rise to level shifts in the detection circuits.
In the present generation of commercial magneto-optic disc drive systems the RLL [2, 7] encoded channel bit stream is wr.itten into the medium using pulse-position modulation (PPM) in which the presence or absence of a reverse domain in a channel bit cell signifies a 1 or a 0 respectively. Obviously, this simple modulation scheme is not the most efficient in the use of track length since the smallest feature that can serve to encode information is clearly not a whole domain but rather the transition between reversed domains. Mark-length modulation, more commonly referred to as pulse-width modulation (PWM), or mark-edge recording in Japan, makes use of this to significantly increase (by 50% or more depending on the code used) the data density in the recording medium. Although PWM is considered essential to the realization of 32 times the current recording density its adoption requires that the position of the domain edges is controlled to within a precision of 2~0.02 pm.
control of the power throughout the duration of the optical pulse, in conjunction with optimum applied magnetic bias fields, to write domains much smaller than the Rayleigh limit of the optical system. Unfortunately this same performance cannot be repeated on read-out and it is the resolution of the optical probe in detection mode that currently limits the recording density. The read-out signal must produce an adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the detection system. A broadband (20 MHz) SNR of 25 dB is generally considered acceptable for TMO recording whilst, more precisely, the current IS0 standard specifies a narrow band (30 kHz centred on 2.9 MHz) CNR of 45 dB.
As shown in section 7 it is possible to optimize the read-out signal, subject to restraints on the reflectivity demanded by the servo systems, by careful optical design of the disc structure. The reflected beam is collected by the same objective lens that focuses the incident beam onto the medium. Components in the optical head convert the rotation andor phase introduced on reflection to a change in optical intensity at the boundary between opposed magnetic states. This, in turn, is sensed by a combination of photodetectors, which produce an electrical read-out signal. The optical head is necessarily complex since the data and servo signals share the same optical channel. It is, however, of utmost importance that the mass of the head is kept to a minimum because of its significance to~the access performance of the system. As already indicated, both tracking and gaining access to the recorded data pose particular problems at the very high track densities associated with TMO recording. Although, in principle, the written data could themselves define the track, the average contrast afforded by magneto-optic read-out is inadequate for the provision of a robust track-following servo system. In both of the current IS0 standards [543 for re-writable optical discs the CCS format is specified. Tracks are defined by concentric grooves 0.6 pm wide moulded into the substrate during its manufacture. The format is completed by 52 byte sector headers containing track and sector indentifers embossed into the substrate. These features have a maximum depth equivalent to 180" of optical phase (physical depth about 280 nm) and are
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In an appropriate medium it is possible, by careful .
continuous everywhere around the disc except for small mirror fields required for servo correction. Recording is on the 1.0 p m wide 'land' between the grooves (see figure IO) . Only on-land recording is presently acceptable under IS0 standards although data can also be recorded in the grooves if an extra 5 dB of media noise can be tolerated. This is an approach that might well be adopted in future standards.
Sampled servo formatting (actually offered as an alternative to CCS in the IS0 standards for 130 mm rewritable optical discs) dispenses with continuous grooves and so removes the problem of increasing groove noise as the track density is increased by reducing the pitch. In this format the track is defined by servo zones containing embedded information moulded into the substrate because the grooves are in the CCS format. Data are recorded in blocks on the medium between servo zones. The block length is determined by the frequency at which servo zones have to be inserted in order to maintain the required quality of servo control. The data and servo channels are now completely separate and cannot interact. Moreover, the servo zone is also 'partitioned' to prevent the different servo functions mutually interacting. The adoption of a sampled format that moves system clock synchronization from the data channel to the servo zone allows greater flexibility in the choice of modulation code since it removes the self-clocking requirement. The space overhead required to implement sampled servo formatting is typically one fourbit servo zone every block of four data bytes but the total benefits far outweigh the disadvantages.
Optimum utilization of the available storage space is realized if the whole of the disc is written at the same density. This is not currently compatible with rapid random access since it requires either that the linear track velocity be the same at every point on the recording surface or that the writing rate increase with track number. A constant linear velocity implies frequent angular accelerations or decelerations of the disc as the optical head moves randomly from track to track. The inertia of the discmotor combination precludes this option. To maintain an acceptable data transfer rate it is necessary to maintain the writing rate at the maximum allowed by available laser power. Rapid random access in acceptable times to any part of a disc is thus currehtly only achieved by operating in constant angular velocity (CAV) mode and accepting the non-optimum density. The inertia of the optical head is still the limiting constraint determining the access time.
Track density and disc eccentricity together make absolute .mechanical access to a specific track (as is achieved using stepper motors in low-density magnetic drives) impossible. Moreover, a single, servo-controlled, pivoted head-actuator combining mechanical access with track following, such as is employed in high-density magnetic disc systems, is also impracticable at optical track densities because its relatively large mass leads to a totally inadequate frequency response. Reasonable access time is,only realized by coupling two radial actuators. In a typical bead-positloning system the optical head is mounted on a coarse radial actuator, usually a linear motor, with its own position and velocity transducers. This actuator possesses some low-frequency tracking capability but its (i) zoned constant angular velocity or some other technique for achieving constant data density over the disc (ZCAV, 1.5-2),
(ii) a 1O-15% reduction in track pitch (1.157), (iii) pulse-width modulation (PWM, 1.5).
(iv) use of 670 nm laser s(1.5), (v) land/groove recoiding (2) (vi) magnetic super resolution (Z), see below (vii) multilayer recording (4) (viii) use of a blue (410 nm or similar) laser (4) and (ix) high-numerical-aperture super optical resolution (2).
More speculative techniques include multi-valued modulation [57] and multi-level or volumetric recording, which has as yet been demonstrated only with WORM (write once, read many times memories) [58] . It is also expected that a practical system for direct overwriting will be developed so that improvements in data rate will match those of capacity. Although direct overwriting does not feature as a requirement in any cunent, or yet proposed, IS0 standard and there is considerable debate concerning the necessity of the technique for the continued success of TMO recording, most of the major systems manufacturers are actively researching the concept. Of the above issues, the development of a practical system for direct overwriting, the thermal problems associated with pulse-width modulation and techniques for achieving MSR are the focus of much current research effort.
Enabling techniques for landlgroove recording are also receiving considerable attention in conjunction with reductions in hilck pitch. These include the adoption of track formats in which the land and groove are of equal width and the groove profile is made very shallow (40-80 nm) to ensure common writehead characteristics. These developments make it increasingly likely that the grooved CCS format will eventually be replaced by the sampled servo format. The problem of cross talk is addressed either by the adoption of a complex threebeam head and signal filtering or by partial respoke maximum likelihood (PRML) detection and processing [59] [60] [61] [62] schemes augmented by continuing efforts to improve the magneto-optic response of the medium.
TMR is of course a reversible process. However, while it is clear that on a virgin disc information can be written by the process already described as rapidly as the laser can be modulated and the disc rotated (subject only to the laser power available), the same process does not lend itself to the direct overwriting of data as in simple magnetic recording. This is primarily because the source of the bias field, in which the heated area cools from above the critical temperature, is either a permanent magnet that must be physically rotated to reverse the field direction or a coil that, because of its remoteness on the opposite side of the disc, is necessarily large and possesses an inductance that precludes rapid switching. To change (erase and/or re-m.te) the information stored on a disc it is therefore necess-ary to proceed in two steps. The process is thus very much slower than the magnetic storage counterpart. A track of information is first reversed by reversing the prime function is to deliver the head rapidly to the vicinity of the desired track. The fine radial tracking actuator then takes over, locks on to and identifies a track, to determine the absolute position of the head. The rarget track should lie within the track-following range of this actuator so that it is finally reached by counting tracks'during a series of microsteps. Upon completion of the access. operation the coarse actuator adjusts its position to centre the fine tracking actuator to the middle of its range while it, of course, remains locked on the track to which access is sought. Systems operating in this way achieve access times in the 50-100 ms range. Access to tracks within the linear tracking range of the fine actuator can be very rapid, about 1 ms. Good access performance requires that the seeking control system correctly position the head over the target track at the first attempt. 'Re-seeks' greatly extend the access time since each use of the coarse actuator means a delay while the absolute track address is re-established. The precision of the coarse actuator's position transducer and the following-range of the fine tracking servo therefore have a mcial impact on the access performance. Linear actuators allow dramatic reductions in the moving mass of the optical head. It is possible to sub-divide the optical system so that the bulk of the components are removed to the main chassis, leaving only the objective lens and its focus actuator to be moved by the radial actuator. An additional advantage of this arrangement is that it allows the laser diode to be mounted on a temperaturecontrolled base which significantly improves its reliability and lifetime. Such developments have produced re-writable optical drives with access times closely comparable (c 20 ms) to those of mid-range magnetic hard disc systems.
Current issues and future directions
In discussing developments in TMO recording media and systems it is important to separate near-market developments, as embodled in actual or proposed IS0 standards, from demonstrations indicative of the ultimate potential of the technique. Thus, whilst the current'IS0 standard of 128 Mb user capacity for' 90 mm discs, based on 780 nm laser diode technology, mark-position modulation and a 1.6 p m track pitch, achieves an areal density of about 3 x lo7 bits in rare earth-transition metal (RI-TM) recording alloys, a clear route to more than 32 times this density has already been mapped and all of the required technology demonstrated. More advanced proposals easily extend this factor to more than a hundred times current density. It must be appreciatedmat development 6f a medium that will support such a density must be accompanied by equally dramatic improvements in the technology of the tracking, access and focusing servo systems and that optimization of TMO storage systems demands an understanding of the many complex interrelationships between system and medium requirements (see figure 11) .
It is expected that 32 times the current density will be achieved by adoption of some of the following techniques, which are listed in order of simplicity of implementation with their approximate density multiplying factor over current density given in brackets:
Memory byer Low Curio Temperature initiaiising Layer
High Cuds Temperature applied field while the laser emits continuously in the highpower mode. New information is then recorded as before. The effectiveness of the erase process must be ensured if it is not to produce increased noise levels in the overwritten data. The implications of this requirement impose further criteria on selection of the material for the storage medium. The TMO writing process described above is correctly referred to as the laser intens@ modulation (LIM) technique. All practical attempts [18, 63, 64 ] to develop direct overwriting (DOW) while retaining this writing process involve modulating the laser between two different power levels (subsequently referred to as P,,,,., and in addition to the read-out level and the use of media with such complex magnetic and thermo-magnetic properties that they are only obtained through a combination of exchangecoupled layers. Film. structures up to and including quadrilayers, with.the properties of each layer tailored to a specific task in the overall writindoverwriting process, have been investigated.
The most basic system, proposed originally by Nikon [65] , requires a two-layer medium and a second magnet or coil in the system. This is positioned on the track at some point in front of the optical head in order to produce an initializing field H i that is both in opposition to and very much greater than the head bias field Hb(Hi >> .
Hb). As shown in figure lZ(a), the composite medium consists of a memory layer, with Curie temperature T,, and Loom temperature coercivity H , , exchange coupled to an initializing layer in which the corresponding thermomagnetic properties are Tci atid H,i. The overwriting mechanism requires that the parameters for the two layers be such that H, i < Hi (< H , and T, c T , (see figure 12(b) ). Note that this simple two-layer structure is not ideal. The memory layer is TM-dominant at room temperature whilst the initializing layer is RBdominant.
As already explained, better domain regularity and hence a higher CNR are generally obtained in media that are REdominant at room temperature. Consider the'process by which the byte 01001001 'is directly overwritten to 10110110. If we assume that the state in which the magnetization vector points out of the surface and into the focused laser beam is arbitarily designated as 'I' and the converse '0' then the initial byte 01001001' is represented by the magnetization pattern shown in cells 0-7 of figure 13(a) . The system is required to re-write this byte to the new state 10110110, shown in figure 13(j) , in a single pass through the focused laser probe. As already explained, the LIM technique for direct overwriting involves the use of two different laser power levels for the writing/overwriting process in addition to the much lower read-out level P,ea,j-out. In the convention adopted here the higher of the two levels, fila, will always write a '1' and the lower, flow, a '0'.
The disc conventionally rotates anti-clockwise so that in the sequence of figures 13(aF(i) the disc moves from left to right past the stationary optical head. Initially, figure 13(a) , the laser is shown in read-out mode since data cell 0, which contains the first bit of the byte to be overwritten, has not yet reached the optical probe. Notice that, in the initializing layer, there is no data pattern remaining in any of the Comparison of the initial state of the byte with the desired state shows that the bit in cell 0 is to be erased (reversed). As the cell arrives under the optical probe, figure 13(b), the laser output power is raised to PI,, and the medium in this cell is momentarily (for a few nanoseconds) heated to a temperature just above Tcm. On cooling back below T, the magnetization of the memory layer within cell 0 is aligned by exchange coupling with that of the initializing layer and the bit in the memory layer is erased. Figure 13(c) shows the state of cell 0 on completion of the process when rotation of the disc has moved the cell out of the focused optical probe. The state of the initializing layer is unaffected by this process since T , i is much greater than Tcm.
Figure 13(c) also shows the optical probe addressing cell 1. Here a '1' is to be written in place of a '0'. To achieve this the laser is switched to h g h which raises the medium temperature beyond both T,, and T,;. When the medium cools from this temperature to below Td, the magnetization of the initializing layer is first aligned along the direction of the bias field H b . Then, as the temperature falls further, below T, , , exchange coupling aligns the memory layer with the initializing layer so that a bit is written in the memory layer. Figure 13(d) shows the result This process of writing a bit is repeated for cell 2, figure 13(d) , and is shown completed in figure 13(e) . The bit in cell 3 is erased by the process already described for cell 1. These processes are repeated, as required, to write the rest of the byte, cells 4-7. For example, a '1' is being written to cell 4 in figure 13f ) and the process is shown completed in figure 13(g). Note also that, from figure 13(g) onwards, re-initialization of the initializing layer can be seen to be taking place.
(f)
Finally, by figure 13(i), the whole of the byte has been overwritten and the laser returns to the read-out mode. The remaining bits that have appeared in the initializing layer will continue to be erased (re-initialized) as they pass the initializing magnet (field Hi). It is important to appreciate that, using this technique, the system is not required to 'read' the initial state of the byte in order to achieve a complete overwriting process. With this layer smcture, a beam pulse with power Pkgb always produces a '1' whilst a pulse with power produces a %' , irrespective of the initial state of each cell.
The directions both of the write bias field, Hb, and of the initializing field, Hi, are fixed so thatthe rate at which information can be written (overwritten) by this technique depends only on the rotation rate of the storage disc and the available laser power. A more detailed description of some of the different LIM overwriting techniques using multilayer, exchange-coupled films has been given in the re3iew by Tsutumi and Fukami [21, 66] .
MFM (magnetic field modulation) is an alternative writinglovenvriting technique that may be considered a form of thermally assisted magnetic recording. The laser continuously irradiates the medium whilst the bias field is modulated. However, the difficulty of driving an inductive coil to provide adequate fields at a significant distance from the medium seriously limits the data rates that are achievable in practical systems. Suitable fields at the higher rates can, of course, easily be achieved by adopting flying head technology [67, 68] . This would, however, eliminate disc removability and re-introduce the potential for head crashes.
In the Sony Mini Disk system [691, the only current commercial product incorporating DOW, a single-sided disc is used to permit the coil to be positioned much closer to the active medium. In addition the composition of the 2224 medium is adjusted so that the thermomagnetic properties include a lower saturation field requirement at writing temperatures close to Tc. Together these modifications allow direct overwriting by MFM at 720 lcHz with a field of only 16 x lo3 A m-l (200 Oe). A more radical approach to the MFM technique is to tune the coil to a fixed resonant frequency, much higher than the highest data rate, and synchronize the laser to pulse only when the field, which is now sinusoidal, is in the appropriate half cycle. High fields at high frequencies are then possible but it becomes necessary to develop new and complex modulation codes [70] specifically tailored to this technique of recording.
Which of these techniques (compared in figure 14 ) for DOW will eventually be incorporated into an IS0 standard is difficult to say. Both have advantages and disadvantages, The field switching rate is the major problem with MFM.
In LIM the main problem lies with the thermal response of the medium. It is difficult to optimize simultaneously the magnetic (and thermomagnetic) properties of the individual layers of a complex multilayer medium and the thermal response of the whole structure. Such media are, therefore, more susceptible to 'bloom', the thermal expansion or contraction of written data.
Since, under the LIM writing/ovenvriting process, the thermal history of any particular part of the recording medium is data-dependent, the technique is susceptible to thermally induced cross talk or inter symbol interference (ISI). This is a serious difficulty that becomes more of a problem when both the track pitch and the bit length are reduced to increase the disc's capacity. Track pitches as small as 0.8 fim have been demonstrated 1711 and pitches of 1.39 and 1.1 jm are already being considered for a new standard.
Thermal problems particularly constrain the development of pulse-width recording [72-741. Multi-pulse techniques are being developed to solve this problem. In this technique'even the shortest domain, written by PWM, is created by a complex pulse train in which the individual pulses are so short that the writing process is essentially adiabatic [75-771. Adoption of this technique requires lasers that are capable of delivering significant power in less than 1 ns and so, currently, restricts operations to the 780 nm wavelength.
A further consideration that affects the choice of overwriting technique involves the possibility of improving the optical resolution on read-out by the introduction of magnetically induced super-resolution (MSR) [78, 79] . As has already been pointed out, although it is possible to write domains considerably smaller than the Raleigh limit of the optical objective, the limiting constraint on TMO recording density is the resolution of the optical probe on read-out. MSR is a technique that effectively doubles the optical resolution of an IS0 standard head (A = 780 nm, NA = 0.53) on read-out. This is achieved by using an elevated read-out energy and employing the energy intensity distribution in the probe spot to generate a thermally activated asymmetric mask in the rapidly moving medium that, as with the LIM writing technique, consists of exchange-coupled double or triple layers with specifically tailored thermomagnetic properties .
MSR should not be confused with the quite separate attempts to develop optical super resolution through the adoption of solid immersion lens techniques that boost the numerical aperture [80, 811. These techniques are only at their most efficient when operated in the near field regime so they are most likely to find practical application when combined with a magnetic coil in a MFM flying head. In the demonstrations to date, thermal desensitization of the medium was required because of the intensity in the very small (350 nm) focused spot.
An ideal DOW medium would simultaneously support PWM, MSR and allow land/groove recording. Considerable progress towards the realization of such a medium has been made using both LIM and MFM writinglovenwiting techniques. However, MFM is undoubtedly less demanding both on medium complexity and on laser power requirements. Notable demonstrations include combining DOW with PWM at a reduced track pitch [17] . Room temperature semiconductor laser ,action at wavelengths significantly shorter than this is extremely restricted in power and device lifetime (for example 1 mW CW for 1 h at 507 nm and 1 mW pulsed at 463 nm [86] , the shortest wavelength reported to date). Significant demonstrations of short wavelength recording have been achieved using either frequency-doubled, diode-pumped YAG lasers at 532 nm [87, 88] or direct frequency doubled diode lasers at 429 nm [21] . Table 2 lists some of the results but it must be appreciated that the space and power requirements of these laser systems could not be accommodated in a standard drive.
The access time of current commercial MO systems remains challenged by comparison with the high performance of the very best Winchester disc drives. Attention is thus constantly directed towards means for reducing the mass of optical heads, particul&ly since improvement in access performance is not constrained by IS0 standards. Weight reductions of the order of 60% may be achieved by replacing certain optical elements with their light-weight plastic R Carey e t a/ equivalents. Philips [89, 90] for example is using liquid crystal polymers to create multi-function polarizing prisms and beam splitters that are only a fraction of the size and weight of the quartz components they replace. An equally sophisticated approach [91] uses binary optical technology to combine several bulky refractive elements into one lightweight plastic holographic component. Production of components by both of these technologies is also, of course, potentially much more cost-effective than the production of conventional elements. Systems with access times less than 22 ms have, however, been demonstrated. An alternative means of achieving high data transfer rates by multi-channel recording, using monolithic laser arrays imaged through the same objective lens to access adjacent tracks simultaneously, is also being considered.
In 1987, after a six-month study of the status and future of the existing magneto-optic data storage industry, commissioned by the Department of Trade 
